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The confinement in tokamak plasmas can be affected by the choice of first wall materials due 

plasma impurity composition and measures required to prevent first wall damage. The understanding 
of these factors is crucial for an accurate estimate of the plasma performance in future fusion devices 
such as ITER and DEMO where the use of a carbon first wall, common in present devices, is 
prohibited. We have found a common pattern in full metal devices that the pedestal and global 
confinement are adversely affected by a requirement for increased gas fuelling (to screen high-Z 
impurities influxes) as well as a change in pedestal stability due to a decrease of the low-Z impurity 
concentration in the pedestal region. The latter can be overcome by seeding low Z extrinsic impurities 
like Nitrogen. We will report on the current physics understanding from the only two divertor 
tokamaks JET and ASDEX upgrade (AUG) to have made a complete change from an all carbon to a 
full metal wall; in JET the carbon wall (JET-C) was recently replaced by an ITER-like Be main 
chamber first wall and W divertor (JET-ILW), whereas the AUG carbon wall (AUG-C) was  replaced 
in a step wise manner from 1999 to 2007 by a DEMO-relevant full W wall and divertor (AUG-W).  

In JET-C, baseline ELMy H-mode plasmas (q95=3-3.6, βN~1.2-1.6) achieved good normalised 
confinement with H98≈1 in un-fuelled plasmas. Gas-fuelled low triangularity plasmas showed a 
degraded confinement due to pedestal cooling, whereas, high triangularity plasmas could be fuelled up 
to the Greenwald density without reducing H98. Gas fuelling was required in JET-ILW to avoid W 
contamination. The low triangularity plasmas showed a similar degradation due to the fuelling as in 
JET-C. However, the good confinement in JET-C for the high triangularity plasmas, could not be 
sustained in JET-ILW at high gas levels; a 20-30% reduction in pedestal and, through profile stiffness, 
core confinement was observed.  Although the reduction in edge pedestal pressure in JET-ILW H-
mode plasmas appears to be quite general, a compensating improvement in core confinement has been 
observed in the, so-called, ‘hybrid’ scenario at βN>2.5 through increased core temperature peaking. 

 Experiments in AUG-W improved H-mode scenarios (q95=4.5, βN~3, similar to the JET 
‘hybrid’ scenario) also required increased plasma fuelling to avoid W contamination. The increased 
fuelling has led to an increased pedestal cooling and a reduction in global confinement by 20-30%.  

The observed loss in confinement in metal devices appears to be caused by a reduction in the C 
concentration rather than the presence of W; the edge temperature could be recovered in both AUG-W 
improved H-mode plasmas and JET-ILW high triangularity baseline plasmas by nitrogen seeding, 
which appears to replicate the role of intrinsic carbon. This effect has not been reproduced in JET-
ILW low triangularity baseline plasmas nor in some AUG-W configurations, suggesting a shape-
dependence of the edge stability and the role of impurity composition. Indeed, changes in the edge 
stability are evident in the comparison of JET-C and JET-ILW high triangularity baseline plasmas:  
  1) The ELM collapse has slowed down from typically 200μs for JET-C to up to 2 ms for JET-ILW;  
  2) Type I ELMs exist at lower edge temperatures for JET-ILW than JET-C.    
Furthermore, a qualitative study using the ELITE and EPED models indicates that an increase in the 
edge Zeff can lead to higher pedestal pressure gradients through a combination of ion dilution, 
increased collisionality and a change of the bootstrap current density. This beneficial effect is only 
obtained in these models at high triangularity, in line with the experimental observations on JET. 

The results presented here show that in future metal wall devices such as ITER and DEMO, not 
only high-Z impurities such as W can affect plasma confinement due to requirement of  gas fuelling, 
but that also the absence of low Z-impurities such as C can significantly change plasma performance. 
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